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NEW QUESTION: 1
Callers hear a fast busy when they dial into Avaya AuraÂ®
Messaging (AAM) to retrieve their voicemail messages. After
troubleshooting you discover that someone has left trunks in
busy-out state on AAM.

How would you restore the trunks to in-service status?
A. SSH to AAM, and execute therelease trunkcommand.
B. SSH to AAM, and execute therelease trunks allcommand.
C. Using AAM web GUI access Administration &gt; Messaging &gt;
Telephony Diagnostics &gt; Release, type
'all' in the Equipment Number field, and then click on the
Release button.
D. Using AAM web GUI access Administration &gt; Messaging &gt;
Diagnostics &gt; Network Connection, and then click on the
Release All Trunks button.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
Warum ist die kritischste Phase einer RBAC-Implementierung
(Role Based Access Control) geplant?
A. Die grundlegenden Kriterien sind definiert.
B. Role Mining zum Definieren allgemeiner Zugriffsmuster wird
durchgefÃ¼hrt.
C. Benutzergruppen, die jeder Rolle zugewiesen werden sollen,
werden bestimmt.
D. Die Kriterien zur Risikomessung sind definiert.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
You issue the RMAN commands:
RMAN&gt; CONFIGURE DEFAULT DEVICE TYPE TO disk;
RKAN&gt; CONFIGURE DEVICE TYPE DISK BACKUP TYPE TO COPY;
RMAN&gt; CONFIGURE CONTROLFILE AUTOBACKUP ON;
RMAN&gt; BACKUP DATABASE PLUS ARCHIVELOG DELETE INPUT;
Which three tasks are performed by the BACKUP DATABASE command?
(Choose three.)
A. backing up only the used blocks in the data files
B. switching the online redo log file
C. backing up all used and unused blocks in the data files
D. backing up all archived log files and marking them as
obsolete
E. backing up all data files as image copies and archive log
files, and deleting those archive log files
Answer: B,C,E
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